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CVIRAA ‘15

Team NORAA intensifies Sulong
By Gracia Rodel B. Deloria

Hitching high hopes to clinch
a better performance from last year
by sustaining the spirit of willpower,
tenacity and excellence, the Negros
Oriental Athletic Association (Team
NORAA) intensified the battle cry
Sulong or forward move in this
year’s Central Visayas Regional
Athletic Association (CVIRAA) Meet
in
Balamban,
Cebu.
Officials,
coaches,
athletes,
support
committees and personnel are in
sync in this sporting event.

The
leadership
of
Superintendent Salustiano T. Jimenez
and the untiring support of Gov. Roel R.
Degamo, with the other provincial and
local officials, are instrumental in
strengthening the willpower of the
athletes in possibly breaking records.
With the other delegation officials taking
the lead and the support system that
includes
committees
on
quality
assurance and documentation, ways
and means, health and sanitation,
transportation and religious activities,
prefect of discipline, insurance, physical
facilities and billeting, procurement and
supply,
reception,
utility,
security
and
safety,
communicators,
mess
personnel and drivers, systems
are ready for another Sulong
year.

THE PILLARS. (L-R) Regional PESS Coordinator Vivian G. Ginete, Palarong
Pambansa Deputy Secretary General Cesar S. Abalon and NegOr’s Mr. Adolf
Aguilar flash the OK sign in a light moment at Nangka NHS on February 24.

The CVIRAA Meet
aims at instilling and imbibing
among the athletes the spirit of
discipline,
teamwork,
excellence, fair play, solidarity,
sportsmanship
and
other
values that sports hone. The
meet also serves as a selection

for the CVIRAA Delegation to the 2015
Palarong Pambansa.
Anchored
in
Regional
Memorandum Number 26, series of
2015, the CVIRAA Meet draws together
all the sports enthusiasts from the 19
divisions of the region to promote
Physical Education and sports as an
essential part of the K to 12 Basic
Education Program and to affirm the
school’s commitment to the maximum
development of the great potentials of
the youth to become responsible and
globally competitive citizens of the
society. Athletes will clash in various
sports events which include games for
the Special Education (SPED) athletes
and demonstration games in Billiards,
Futsal, Wrestling and Wushu. Divisions
will also vie for two other contests: the
Cleanest and the Most Eco-Friendly
Delegation, and the Most Disciplined
Delegation.
This year’s regional meet is
hosted by DepEd Cebu Province and cohosted by the LGUs of Cebu Province
and the Municipality of Balamban in
cooperation with the Municipality of
Asturias and the city of Toledo.
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some significant officials of DepEd RO
7.
Hon. Ace Stefan Binghay,
Mayor of Balamban, officially opened
the event through his warm welcome
to the delegates.
Afterwhich, Mr. Victor Yntig of
the Regional Office explained the
objectives of the said undertaking and
emphasized the importance of having
the course for the officiating officials.
He also acknowledged the presence of
every sports event manager and
members.
Dr. Vivian G. Ginete, Chief of
the Education
Support
Services
Division of Region 7 and Mr. Cesar
Abalon, Executive Secretary General of
the Palarong Pambansa - Central
Office, were also present and graced
the event.

Right after the short program,
officiating officials were divided into
groups for their official refresher
program in their respective sports
event. Officiating officials in the 21
sports event were reoriented in the
rules and regulations of each game.

expressed their happiness to be hosting
the NegOr delegation. Hon. Tagalog further
stressed that he deployed PNP personnel
and barangay tanods in the vicinity to
ensure the safety of all the delegates. Mrs.
Tribunalo also informed the delegates that
there are members of their faculty who are
assigned in the help desk which is open 24
hours to cater to the concerns and needs of
Team NORAA.
Nangka NHS Faculty President
Juniel R. Gomez presented their faculty and
non-teaching personnel to the delegation
while Owak ES Faculty President Paean
Marie P. Devota did the
same for her fellow
faculty members.
Mr. Gomez, in
his
message,
emphasized that the
light of Team NORAA
illuminated the whole
campus of Nangka
NHS.
A video clip
featuring “Balamban”
was later played on the
video
wall.
It
highlighted the natural
wonders and industry
of the place which
A WARM WELCOME. Nangka National High School’s Bagong Silang dubbed Balamban as
“ship-building
Dancers display their dancing prowess in a welcome program for the the
capital of the country”.
Team NORAA on February 24.

Bagong Silang Dance Theater,
the cultural dance troupe of Nangka
NHS, added color to the celebration.
They performed traditional dances
including Paseo de San Narciso,
Maglalatik, Binasuan and Tinikling.
In response, Negros Oriental
Schools
Division
Superintendent
Salustiano T. Jimenez delivered his
speech. In his message, he stressed
the two meanings of “Sulong NegOr,”
one being the “sulo” or torch of Negros
Oriental and its other meaning being
“moving forward”. He stated in his
message that he was very thankful to
Nangka
NHS
for
their
warm
accommodation.
“We would like you to know that
in the Division of Negros Oriental, we
value friendship so much,” Mr. Jimenez
said.
He also introduced the division
personnel, different working committees
and coaches of Team NORAA. After his
speech, a video clip featuring Negros
Oriental was played.
Concluding the night’s party
was a community dance led by the
Bagong Silang Dance Theater and the
affair was immediately followed by a
fellowship dinner.

By Jessielito Garcia Cortez

The CVIRAA officiating officials
gathered in Mayor Exasperanza S.
Binghay Sports and Cultural Center,
Balamban on February 24, 2015 at 8
o’clock in the morning to reorient on
the rules and regulations of the
different sports events to be
conducted in the regional athletics
meet.
‘‘A lot has changed, that is why
it is important for us to have this
refresher course, which I prefer more
to call as reorientation,” said Regional
Education Supervisor for Region VII
Victor Yntig.
The program was participated
in by all officiating officials, Physical
Education and School Sports (PESS)
Coordinators of the 19 divisions and

By Jesucles A. Amores

The Nangka National High School
teachers and staff, together with the
Barangay Council, sponsored a welcome
party to the delegates of Negros Oriental.
The program started at 8 o’clock in the
evening on February 24, 2015 at the
Nangka NHS quadrangle.
Hon. Pablo Tagalog, Barangay
Captain of Nangka, together with Susan C.
Tribunalo, principal of Nangka NHS
and Divina V. Montero, principal of Owak
Elementary School, formally welcomed
the delegates. In their speeches, they

THIS IS IT! Palarong Pambansa Deputy Secretary General
Cesar S. Abalon discusses salient points relative to the
CVIRAA events during the officials’ refresher session on
February 24.

www.depednegor.net
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Officials
and
coaches
participating in this year’s CVIRAA
gathered in Mayor Exasperanza S.
Binghay Sports and Cultural Center,
Balamban on February 24, 2015 at
exactly 1:00 in the afternoon for a
solidarity meeting.
The event aims to unite sports
enthusiasts and achieve one common
goal in this biggest sports event in the
region—develop
character
and
competence through sports.
The program was officially
opened with warm greetings by Mayor
Ace Stefan Binghay, who stressed his
great pleasure in accommodating all of
the delegates. He assured everyone
that Balamban is a safe place to stay,
and wished all the delegates for an
enjoyable break in their municipality.

By Gracia Rodel B. Deloria

At the height of the demands
of the CVIRAA Meet, Team NORAA
committees continue to perform their
duties to ensure smooth, effective and
quality support to the division
athletes. The concerted effort of the
working committees is contributory to
the confidence that the entire
delegation needs in acing this year’s
regional sports event.
From the day the athletes
started the home-based training up to
this reporting, committees have been
24/7 on-call for duty, maximizing their
efforts, time and dedication for the
success not only of the division’s quest
for a better performance but for the
entire event as well.
The division office assigned
people to fill the positions of chairmen
and members of the different
committees on quality assurance and
documentation, ways and means,
health and sanitation, transportation
and religious activities, discipline,
screening, insurance, physical facilities
and billeting, procurement and supply,

OUR PLEASURE! Balamban Mayor Ace Stefan Binghay
welcomes the officials and coaches of this year’s
CVIRAA during the Solidarity Meeting on February 24
at the Binghay Sports and Cultural Center.

reception, general services and utility,
security and safety, sports monitoring
and communicators, drivers and mess
personnel.

Mr. Cesar Abalon, Executive
Secretary General of the Palarong
Pambansa - Central Office, on the other
hand, also expressed his warm
appreciation to the CVIRAA people for
their cooperation. He looks forward to
seeing Negrenses in the Palarong
Pambansa which will be held this year
in Tagum City. Delegates were divided
into groups according to their sports
event to agree on common rules and
regulations for the game.
“It is important for me to see
how you behave towards each other,”
Dr. Vivian G. Ginete, Chief of the
Education Support Services Division of
Region 7 said, as she assured all the
delegates in the preparedness of all
events.

Committee members adhere to
the tasks given to them and constantly
assess, evaluate and design ways to
improve their performance.

SOUL NOURISHMENT. Rev. Fr. Crispo Lape regularly celebrates mass at Nangka NHS to provide
spiritual nourishment for the delegation in the entire duration of the CVIRAA Meet.

For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind. 2 Timothy 1:7
www.depednegor.net
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By Jesucles A. Amores
When I was roaming around the billeting
quarters, I was able to have a little chit-chat with the
lucky 10 athletes. It was indeed a substantial
conversation!
“What strategies are you planning to
use to ace the game?”
Listen to what the athletes have to say.
Johann T. Barredo (Volleyball Boys – Secondary)
Negros Oriental High School

“I need to have presence of mind,
possess the spirit of sportsmanship, teamwork
and be optimistic. As a spiker in our group, I
should apply enough strength and force when I
spike the ball to make sure that the ball will
reach to the opponent’s court.”
Rheya Mikaela Alis (Taekwondo Girls – Elementary)
Zamboanguita District
“Pray, Win, Act! As simple as that.”
Joshua Credo Tamondong (Athletics Boys – Secondary)
Dauin District

“In order to win, I have to think positive
always. I just imagine that my mom is watching
me in the competition for she’s the only
person who gives me inspiration to strive hard
and push myself to the limits.”

The entire region goes to Balamban to
highlight once again this annual gathering of young
sports aficionados who will vie for their worthy tickets
to the Palarong Pambansa set this May in Tagum
City, Davao del Norte. Dubbed as the ship-building
capital of the Philippines, Balamban now sails
carrying delegation officials, coaches, athletes and
support staff to a brighter and more elevated CVIRAA
experience. The conduct of the biggest regional
sports event that involves young athletes is more than
an anticipation for many, particularly the star athletes,
the defending champions and those who vowed to
gain glory. As venues and billeting quarters are
furnished to become second homes of these division
bets, whistles will start to sound, cheers and yell will
fill the air and celebrations and reflections will once
again take place. True enough, the CVIRAA fever is
on!
The objectives of the CVIRAA Meet are
worth lauding.
First, the system eyes at responsible and
globally competitive young citizens of the country
whose potentials are maximized. This event brings
about realizations that sports push every athlete to
their limits. This is tantamount to preparing
themselves to bigger and higher challenges of life.
The identities of Manny Pacquiao and Michael Jordan
from being simple to becoming sports legends can be
singled out through various programs such as the
CVIRAA Meet.
A popular adage on sports continues to
inspire individuals for generations. It says, “Sports
Nurtures Character”. While sports competitions are
generally a struggle for the win, the same applies to

an inner battle where athletes compete with their very
own norms aand eventually come out as new breed of
individuals. An example of which is discipline that
emanates from shaking off the habits that are
detrimental to winning. That same discipline can chart
the destiny and create pathways to these athletes.
And the same discipline will bring them to the
limelight.
Beyond the norms, the CVIRAA draws
several pictures of how the region nurtures every
Filipino learner to find his place in the many areas of
life, maximize his potential, dream big and seize glory.
The CVIRAA enflames the passion in every child from
the first step of dreaming, to rigid training, to losses
and victories even up to the very day that he realizes
that he is imbued with the essentials of a champion.
This is why gatherings like the CVIRAA
Meet will always sound as a bright and elevated
crowd of people for it is worth everything it spent for—
time, resources and energy. Our cheers go to the
Department of Education for its immense care for
Filipino learners, in various aspects. Our cheers go to
the government officials for their helping hands and
hearts. Cheers to all the Filipino families that continue
to bring out the athletes in every child. We laud the
schools, officials, administrators, teachers and
students for making things happen.
It is a road worth traveling. It is a battle
worth conquering. Along with the rest of the division
participants, Sulong is our way of journeying with the
entire region to where our very learners should really
be—to the bright and elevated.
Mabuhay, CVIRAA 2015!

Alemae E. Chua (Softball Girls– Secondary)
Ayungon District

“I ask God’s guidance and strength to
overcome my fear!” Trust God and trust
yourself.
CVIRAA Buzz...continued to p. 5
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Jericho S. Sapuan (Basketball Boys – Elementary)
Sibulan District

I was never born athletic. I was a
fast runner during my elementary years,
or so I thought. But when I was frequently
tagged by my classmates during our
afternoon tag games, I was convinced I
wasn’t a fast runner at all. That ended my
ambition of being a fast runner, more so,
an athlete.
Then, I got fascinated with lawn
tennis in high school. I thought that this
time around I will have the chance to
show to the world that I have a sporty
gene in me. Unfortunately, even before
the try-outs for the school team, my
doctor advised me not to pursue
lawn tennis. I wasn’t fit for the bill. My
physical build, a body anomaly, my
mindset – these were the things that
held me down.
College came quickly. I was
certain that athletics was
completely not my cup of tea.
I have moved on and have
forgotten
all
about
it.
Imagine, I fell in love with
both journalism and athletics
way back my elementary
years. I took a chance on the
latter but it just broke my
heart. Then the preceding,
which loved me before I even realized it,
started knocking at the door of my
interest. That I pursued ‘til the rest of my
school years. It brought me to
places I could not afford to go with my
own allowance. It even became an
avenue for me to be recognized as a
potential
writer. What I did not get
from athletics, I got from journalism.
Call it sheer happenstance,
serendipity, or God’s will, but I never had
any idea that I will be meeting my old love
once again but this time, I am going to
write about it.
Four months after I became a
regular teacher, I was offered to be one of
the writers for Team NORAA in the
CVIRAA. With much delight, I agreed. I
would say the trip was dragging and my
system wasn’t as enthusiastic as
expected, but the arrival and the
warmth
of
the
welcome
were
invigorating.
The Nangka National High
School (NNHS) campus reminded me of
my secondary years. The landscape
reminded me of home. The kindness of
the teaching staff of NNHS reminded me
of my mother. The ambiance of our
sleeping quarter reminded me of
journalism fellowships and conferences

way back college. I am halfway through
all these stuffs and I already feel splendid.
However, after navigating at the
beauty of the place, the lenses of my farsighted eyes brought me into the “tent
city” and the banners which swayed and
danced at the beat of the eastern wind.
Then I read “Nurturing Character in the
Spirit of Sportsmanship” with the hashtag
teamNORAA. It struck me like crazy. It did
not only bring me throwback moments,
but it enabled me to think of thoughts I
have never done in quite some time now.
Nurturing Character in the Spirit
of Sportsmanship. CVIRAA isn’t all about
athletics after all. It’s true; it teaches
pupils and students to be physically fit, to
be discovered in the field of sports, to
showcase extraordinary talents, and to
cater to the psychomotor needs of the
youth. But those
are things we see
only
on
the
surface. Little did
I
know
that
there’s more to it
than
physical
fitness.
It’s like
hitting two birds
with one stone – developing the
physiological aspect of the learners being
the first bird; nurturing the values and sui
generis character inside every individual
through
proper
discipline
and
responsibility being the second bird.
Through the constant reminders
of the people in-charge, athletes are
taught to be responsible of their own
belongings and to segregate garbage
according to category. They are trained to
be patient by forming lines while waiting
for the food to be served or while waiting
for their turn in the water dispenser area.
They are told to control their behavior and
watch over their manners.
They learn to take good care of
the facilities that aren’t theirs. They learn
how to be punctual and polite, respectful
and resilient, active and accountable,
considerate and cooperative.
These cannot be learned wellenough when the students are confined
within the four walls of the classroom.
They had to be exposed to the world to
have an inherent change in their
behavior. Through this, they become
better version of themselves, and not only
that. They, too, become pillars of hope for
a better tomorrow. Now I could just hear

“As a basketball player, we have to value
team work since basketball is a group
game. In my end, I always listen attentively
to the instructions from our coach.”
Alemae E. Chua (Softball Girls-Secondary)
Ayungon District

“I ask God’s guidance and strength to
overcome my fear! Trust God and trust
yourself. “
Joshua D. Garces (Athletics Boys – Elementary)
Amlan District

“I never forget to warm-up and stretch
before the competition. For me, if you are
really determined to win, you need to
undergo tedious practices in order to hone
your skills and be ready for the
competition. Give your best!”
Rhena Mae Vergara (Taekwondo Girls – Secondary)
Negros Oriental High School

“Be confident and never be afraid.
Condition your mind before the
competition that you can knock-out your
opponent.”
Edena A. Anqui (Volleyball Girls – Secondary)
Valencia District
“Being a libero in our team, I have to
encourage my co-members to play hard
and show support to them. It pays to have
teamwork and cooperation to win in a
competition.”
Kristine Joy Cabasag (Lawn Tennis Girls – Secondary)
Basay District

“Stay focused and enjoy the game.”
Ian James L. Mabelin (Taekwondo Boys – Secondary)
Negros Oriental High School
“I always start the competition with a
prayer. I believe that in every game, you
need to have 100% focus, concentrate with
the game and give your best. As a
taekwondo player, we have to make sure
to hit the proper target to avoid untoward
incidents. Safety is a must!”
the whispers of the century-old quote of Dr.
Jose Rizal. “The youth is the hope of the
fatherland.”
What better way to prepare them to
become the hope of the fatherland than to
train them intrinsically and extrinsically, right?
Although I already miss my class, I
never had an inkling of regret upon coming to
Balamban for the CVIRAA. This experience
has not only provided me with a memory I
will never forget but more importantly it
taught me about the importance of holding
such sporting events. I may not be an
athlete. I may be a geeky writer who
consumes her time eating English words. I
may not, I may not be. But I know deep
within that I am fulfilled.

www.depednegor.net
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For the love of Mother
Earth and for humanity, for the
preservation of God’s divine
creation, let us all recycle!
Morbid is the thought of a
weeping mother, much more the
Mother Earth which we love and
where we live. Thanks to the
initiative of the kind-hearted ones,
however, these tears are slowly
wiped away from her eyes.
Even Team NORAA adopted
ways on conserving the only planet
which the God of creation has
entrusted to us. These are not
ordinary things, I tell you. Sprinkled
with a dust of creativity, wild
imagination, motivation, enthusiasm
and love for recycling, Team
NORAA has outputs you shouldn’t
miss to check out.
Athletes are encouraged to
segregate their waste in a colorful
manner. The green bin is for all
biodegradable rubbish, yellow for
non-biodegradable litter and red for
all hazardous materials. Two
batches are seen around the
campus while each classroom has
two sets of bins, one for
biodegradable and the other for non
-biodegradable wastes.
Speaking of creativity and
wild imagination, TEAM NORAA
has put up six ‘Dunk It’ garbage bins
around the school premises of
Nangka National High School
(NNHS). Designed like a basketball
ring with a closed end, this bin uses
a green fish net which encapsulates
all thrown plastic drinking bottles. To
throw these garbage, one should
tiptoe a little bit, extend the arms
and release the bottle. That is
creativity at its highest form. It’s just
like playing basketball.
The fun does not end there.
Athletes are encouraged to write
their names and their event on the
water bottle and every day, through
a raffle draw, someone wins either

FEATURE

an exclusive NORAA t-shirt or a
NORAA
lanyard.
Now
that’s
something.
Wondering where those
empty bottles go? To recycling, of
course. The 1.5-liter bottles of
softdrinks are converted into
whimsical flower vases which are
used as centerpieces in the dining
area.
Disposable cups are worth
putting under the spotlight, too.
These
cups
are
also
transformed into small flower
vases, with flowers made out
of pink apple covers and leaves out
of green plastic soda bottles.
The rest are turned into
plant
pots
planted
with
ornamentals like the ‘bird’s nest’
and are displayed along the
corridors of the ICT building in
NNHS.

FEBRUARY 24-25, 2015

According to the in-charge of
this
recycling
activity,
Mrs.
Charlagne Ebrole, this initiative will
not only give Team NORAA a
possible win in the Eco-Friendly
Contest but will more importantly
promote recycling and clean and
green projects to the athletes and to
everyone inside NNHS. It will
minimize waste and thus, increase
cleanliness among the quarters and
the campus. This is also an
awareness drive manifested to the
athletes, something that they will
bring home aside from the
accolades they’ll earn in athletics.
They will not only be champions in
their respective sports, they will also
be champions in preserving the
environment through creativity and
passion.
“Through this, athletes will
know that wastes are not wastes at
all,” said Mr. Arnold Cabato, a
recycling
enthusiast
and
an
educator himself.

But continue thou in the things which thou hast learned and hast
been assured of, knowing of whom thou hast learned them.
2 Timothy 3:14
www.depednegor.net
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There was once a touching
story about a little boy and a preacher
who both rode in an airplane on their
way to a certain place. High up in the
sky, both made use of the moment to
let time pass: the boy played with his
Gameboy while the preacher read
some inspirational stuff. Midway in the
journey, turbulence shook everyone to
fear and brought them to a moment of
uneasiness. The turbulence heightened
the apprehension of everyone aboard,
except the boy. The preacher said his
deepest silent prayers for protection
while the boy was busily enjoying
himself with his gadget. To his
curiosity, the preacher asked the boy
why he wasn’t disturbed and
frightened at all. The boy, in his
confidence and sincerity, only had a
few words to say…
“Why should I be afraid? My
father is the pilot of this plane.”
Questions, concerns and issues
are part of every endeavor. Even the
greatest legends of time had to face
worse turbulence and weather their
own storms to leave legacies that time
can never erase.
Ours is a flight here in
Balamban as one big family trying our
luck in this sporting event. This is just
one of the many sojourns of the
Division of Negros Oriental and we
gaze at the fully-mobilized systems
brought by various strategies and
schemes designed to make the trip a
wonderful experience. In the fusion of
all these maneuvers, there stands an
important figure as significant as the
pilot of a plane whose task is to bring
his passengers to their destination.
The dictionary gives variations
to this term—leader, head, manager,
chief, boss, director, among others.

But for us in Team NORAA, we call him
the pilot—a term apt for someone who
puts all the systems at work to bring
the ones aboard to the goal. The same
term is verily appropriate for someone
who puts everyone in the game.
That’s our team captain. That’s
Superintendent Salustiano T. Jimenez.
A pilot
it that all
tems are in
and at their
conditions
to
every
flight. From
smallest detail
to the most
plicated ones,
makes sure
that

sees to
syssync
best
prior
the
up
comhe

win in a match. He makes sure that his
teammates are focused, determined
and persistent. In doing so, he achieves
glory not only for his own but for
everyone else in the team.
Like players inside a court, all
of us have roles and functions to do.
Some serve, others toss and a few
more spike. Teamwork is the key to
score. Same is true with the different
committees formed and defined. Every
group is a part of the entire venture.
In the same way, we as Team
NORAA are all players on the go. Our
game plan is the mantra that our team
captain never misses to remind
everyone. PAW & PUSH—Pray. Act.
Win. & Pray Until Something Happens.

The Sulong brings about
a lot of inspiration and fulfillment but it is also accompanied by queries and
possibly, fear. Then again,
why should we be afraid?
We have a team captain
anyway.
And
what’s
more pleasing above
everything else? When
all seems hard and
Negros Oriental Division Superintendent Salustiano T. Jimenez, Ll. B., CESO VI
heavy,
our
team
there would be no room for captain never forgets to remind us
overlooking as nothing is too small to to look up where the Greatest Team
Captain dwells. And that makes a big
be taken for granted.
difference.
The leadership of Sir Sal ignites
the button in every individual making
details accurately noted, concerns
properly
addressed
and
more
importantly, motivation continually
heightened. Maximizing potentials and
enriching essentials are the two styles
fitting to convey how he manages to
always have a good flight.
In the light of a game, the team
captain strategizes and plots tactics to
www.depednegor.net
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